ઋરૉનષીળ રીડૉ ફૂ ઼ૄજફીક
1.

ઈ બળૂીરીઅ ઈબફ્ ષૉસ ઽૉ ળ ઘમળ ઇફૉ દૉફૉ ઼અમઅુપદ ઼ૄજફીકફૉ ઈપીળૉ કફવીઉફ યળૉ વ ઇળબ ગરીઅફૂ
ુષઙદ્, વીલગીદ ઇફૃ઼ીળ ઽસૉ દધી જવફ યળબીઉ ગળૉ વ ઽસૉ દૉર રીફૂ વઉ ઈબષીરીઅ ઈષૉ ઝૉ .

2.
3.
4.

( ઈબ ઽૉ ળીદરીઅ નસી*+લી રૃઞમફૂ વીલગીદ બળૂબૃથ* ગળદી ફ ઽ્લ દ્ ઈબફૉ ઈ બળૂીરીઅ ફઽ. મૉ઼ષીફૂ ઼વીઽ
ઈબષીરીઅ ઈષૉ ઝૉ .
બળૂી ઘઅણરીઅ ઋબુ1ધદ ધષી રીડૉ ણીઋફવ્ણ ગળૉ વ ગ્વવૉડળ ઼ીધૉફી ઽીઞળૂબ ગ ઋબળ બ્દીફ્ ભ્ડ્ જ4ડીણૂ બળૂી
ઘઅણરીઅ ઇજૄગ વીષષીફ્ ળઽૉ સ.ૉ ઇ5લધી ઈ બળૂીરીઅ મૉ઼ષી નૉષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ ફઽ..
બળૂીરીઅ ઽીઞળૂ ઈબદૂ ષઘદૉ કશઘ રીડૉ ઉવૉગસફ ગીણ* , બીફગીણ* , ણ7 ીઉષ.ઙ વીઉ઼5઼, ઈપીળગીણ* , બી઼બ્ડ* ,
1ગૃ વ/ગ્વૉઞફૃઅ ભ્ડ્ષીશૃઅ કશઘબ ગૉ ઼ળગીળ9ૂ :ીળી ઇુપગૅ દ ધલૉવ ભ્ડ્ષીશૃ કશઘગીણ* ઼ીધૉ ળીઘષીફૃઅ ળઽૉ સૉ.
ઇ5લધી ઈ બળૂીરીઅ મૉ઼ષી નૉષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ ફઽ..

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

ઈ બળૂી MCQ (ર=ડૂબવ જ્ઉ઼ >ષૉ?ફ) બAપુદફૂ ળઽૉ સૉ. ઋBળષઽૂરીઅ રીગCઙ રીડૉ ભગદ યૃળૂ (Dવૃ) મ્વ
બ્ઉ5ડ બૉફફ્ ઋબલ્ઙ ગળષીફ્ ળઽૉ સ.ૉ
ુફપી*ળૂદ બળૂી ઼રલ ગળદી ઇણપ્ ગવીગ ઇઙીઋ ઈબૉ ઈબફૂ મૉઢગ બળ ઽીઞળ ધષીફૃઅ ળઽૉ સૉ. બળૂી સF ધલી બઝૂ
ષૉસ રશસૉ ફઽ..
નળૉ ગ ઘ્ડી ઞષીમ રીડૉ ૩ ઙૃથ ગબીસૉ. ઑગ ગળદીઅ ષપૃ ુષગ=બ્ નસી*ષષી રીડૉ ગૉ ગ્ઉ ઝૉ ગઝીગ ગળૉ વ ઽસૉ દૉષી ઞષીમ
Aલીફરીઅ વૉષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ ફઽ..
ુમફ ઇુપગૅ દ બૃ1દગ્, ગીઙશ, ઼ીIઽJલ દધી ર્મીઉવ ગૉ =ગલૃવૉડળ ષઙૉળૉ ઞૉષી ગ્ઉબથ ુષK ઼ીપફ્ ળીઘષી ફઽ. (
ઈષૂ ષ1દૃક ઈબફૂ બી઼ૉધૂ રશૂ ઈષસૉ દ્ ઈબ્ઈબ ઙૉળવીલગ ઢળસ્. દૉરઞ ઈષૂ ષ1દૃક ઞL ગળષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ.
દધી ઼ૃબળષીઉટળ9ૂ દળભધૂ ઋરૉનષીળફૉ ઞૉ ઼ૄજફી ઈબષીરીઅ ઈષૉ દૉ જૃ1દબથૉ બીવફ ગળષીફી ળઽૉ સૉ. ( દૉર ફઽ. ગળૉ
ગૉ ઇચIડદ ગૉ ઇફૃુજદ ઈજળથ ગળસૉદ્ બળૂીઘઅણરીઅધૂ ઋઢીણૂ રૃગષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ. ઈ ઼ૄજફીકફ્ યઅઙ ગળફીળ
ઋરૉનષીળ ુસ1દયઅઙફી બઙવીફૉ બી ઢળસૉ. દૉરઞ લ્Oલ ઞથીલૉ ુસીફૉબી ઢળસૉ દૉફૂ ફ4પ વૉષૂ.
બળૂી સF ધલી બઝૂ ષૉસ રશૂ સગસૉ ફઽ.. દધી ઈ ઽૉ દૃવૂ બળૂી ઽ્ષીધૂ Pબ વઘષીફ્ ઼રલ બૃળ્ ફ ધીલ
Jલીઅ ઼ૃપૂ બળૂીઘઅણ ઝ્ણૂ સગીસૉ ફઽૂ.

10. ઈબ ફગવ ગળદી, ઙૉળળૂદૂ ગૉ ઙૉળુસ1દ ઈજળદી ઞથીસ્ દ્ ઈબ ુસીJરગ ગીલ*ષીઽૂફૉ બી ઢળસ્.
11. ઋરૉનષીળૉ બળૂીફૂ સFઈદરીઅ ઽીઞળૂબ ગ ઇઅઙૉફ્ યીઙ દૉરઞ બળૂી બૄથ* ધલૉધૂ ઋBળબ બળૂીઘઅણફી
ુફળૂગ9ૂફૉ બળદ ઼4Qલીમીન ઞ બળૂીઘઅણ ઝ્ણષીફ્ ળઽૉ સૉ. દૉર ફ ગળફીળ ઋરૉનષીળફૉ બળૂીરીઅ ઙૉળવીલગ ઢળીષષીરીઅ
ઈષસૉ. ઇફૉ દૉષી ઋરૉનષીળ્ ઼ીરૉ ગીલનૉ઼ળફૂ ગીલ*ષીઽૂ ગળષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ. બળૂીબૃથ* ધલૉધૂ ઋરૉનષીળ ષૉસબ ફ્
ઋબળફ્ ઇણપ્ યીઙ બ્દીફૂ બી઼ૉ ળીઘૂ સગસૉ. ઋBળબ રીઅ ઘઅણ ફૂળૂગ9ૂફૂ ઼ઽૂ ગળષીરીઅ ઈષૉ દૉ ઋરૉનષીળૉ જગી઼ૂ
વૉષીફૃઅ ળઽૉ સૉ.
12. વૉઘૂદ બળૂી ૬૨૨ ઙૃથફૂ ળઽૉ સ.ૉ નળૉ ગ ઼ીજી ઞષીમ રીડૉ ૨૬ રીગ* ઼ ઈબષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ ઇફૉ નળૉ ગ ઘ્ડી ઞષીમફ્ ૩
રીગ* ઼ ગીબષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ.
13. ઼રT યળદૂ IUલી બૃળૂ ફ ધીલ Jલી ઼ૃપૂ ષજઙીશીફી દમગગૉ ઙૃથ, બળૂથીર ગૉ બળૂી ઼અમુઅ પદ ઇ5લ ગ્ઉબથ
મીમદફૂ રીIઽદૂ રૉશષષી ઼અમઅપૉ ગળષીરીઅ ઈષૉવ ગ્ઉબથ ગીળફૂ ઇળ Aલીફૉ વૉષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ ફઽ..
14. યળદૂ મીમદૉ ઙૉળરીઙ ન્ળફીળ ગૉ વૉયીઙૃ દષ્ ધૂ ઼ીષપીફ ળઽૉ ષી ઼વીઽ ઈબષીરીઅ ઈષૉ ઝૉ .

CIVIL ENGINEERING
SYLLABUS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Building Materials:
Stone, Lime, Glass, Plastics, Steel, FRP, Ceramics, Aluminum, Fly Ash, Basic
Admixtures, Timber, Bricks and Aggregates: Classification, properties and selection
criteria; Cement: Types, Composition, Properties, Uses, Specifications and various
Tests; Lime & Cement Mortars and Concrete: Properties and various Tests; Design
of Concrete Mixes: Proportioning of aggregates and methods of mix design.
Solid Mechanics:
Elastic constants, Stress, plane stress, Strains, plane strain, Mohr’s circle of stress and
strain, Elastic theories of failure, Principal Stresses, Bending, Shear and Torsion.
Structural Analysis:
Basics of strength of materials, Types of stresses and strains, Bending moments and
shear force, concept of bending and shear stresses; Analysis of determinate and
indeterminate structures; Trusses, beams, plane frames; Rolling loads, Influence
Lines, Unit load method & other methods; Free and Forced vibrations of single
degree and multi degree freedom system; Suspended Cables; Concepts and use of
Computer Aided Design.
Design of Steel Structures:
Principles of Working Stress methods, Design of tension and compression members,
Design of beams and beam column connections, built-up sections, Girders,
Industrial roofs, Principles of Ultimate load design.
Design of Concrete and Masonry structures:
Limit state design for bending, shear, axial compression and combined forces; Design of
beams, Slabs, Lintels, Foundations, Retaining walls, Tanks, Staircases; Principles of prestressed concrete design including materials and methods; Earthquake resistant design of
structures; Design of Masonry Structure.
Construction Practice, Planning and Management:
Construction - Planning, Equipment, Site investigation and Management including
Estimation with latest project management tools and network analysis for different
Types of works; Analysis of Rates of various types of works; Tendering Process and
Contract Management, Quality Control, Productivity, Operation Cost; Land
acquisition; Labour safety and welfare.
Building Construction
Brick and stone masonry walls, types of masonry, cavity walls, reinforced
brickwork, building services, detailing of floors, roofs, ceilings, stairs, doors and
windows, finishing, formwork, ground water control techniques , cofferdams,
functional planning of building, orientations of buildings, low cost housings.

8.

9.

10.

Flow of Fluids, Hydraulic Machines and Hydro Power:
(a) Fluid Mechanics, Open Channel Flow, Pipe Flow:
Fluid properties; Dimensional Analysis and Modeling; Fluid dynamics including
flow kinematics and measurements; Flow net; Viscosity, Boundary layer and
control, Drag, Lift, Principles in open channel flow, Flow controls. Hydraulic jump;
Surges; Pipe networks.
(b) Hydraulic Machines and Hydro power Various pumps, Air vessels, Hydraulic turbines – types, classifications &
performance parameters; Power house – classification and layout, storage, pondage,
control of supply.
Hydrology and Water Resources Engineering:
Hydrological cycle, Ground water hydrology, Well hydrology and related data
analysis; Streams and their gauging; River morphology; Flood, drought and their
management; Capacity of Reservoirs.
Water Resources Engineering : Multipurpose uses of Water, River basins and their
potential; Irrigation systems, water demand assessment; Resources - storages and their
yields; Water logging, canal and drainage design, Gravity dams, falls, weirs, Energy
dissipaters, barrage Distribution works, Cross drainage works and head-works and their
design; Concepts in canal design, construction & maintenance; River training,
measurement and analysis of rainfall.
Environmental Engineering:
(a) Water Supply Engineering:
Sources, Estimation, quality standards and testing of water and their treatment;
Rural, Institutional and industrial water supply; Physical, chemical and biological
characteristics and sources of water, Pollutants in water and its effects, Estimation of
water demand; Drinking water Standards, Water Treatment Plants, Water
distribution networks.
(b)Waste Water Engineering:
Planning & design of domestic waste water, sewage collection and disposal;
Plumbing Systems. Components and layout of sewerage system; Planning & design
of Domestic Waste-water disposal system; Sludge management including treatment,
disposal and re-use of treated effluents; Industrial waste waters and Effluent
Treatment Plants including institutional and industrial sewage management.
(c) Solid Waste Management:
Sources & classification of solid wastes along with planning & design of its
management system; Disposal system, Beneficial aspects of wastes and Utilization
by Civil Engineers.
(d) Air, Noise pollution and Ecology: Concepts & general methodology.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Geo-technical Engineering and Foundation Engineering:
(a) Geo-technical Engineering: Soil exploration - planning & methods, Properties
of soil, classification, various tests and interrelationships; Permeability & Seepage,
Compressibility, consolidation and Shearing resistance, Earth pressure theories and
stress distribution in soil; Properties and uses of geo-synthetics.
(b) Foundation Engineering: Types of foundations & selection criteria, bearing
capacity, settlement analysis, design and testing of shallow & deep foundations;
Slope stability analysis, Earthen embankments, Dams and Earth retaining structures:
types, analysis and design, Principles of ground modifications.
Surveying and Geology:
(a) Surveying: Classification of surveys, various methodologies, instruments &
analysis of measurement of distances, elevation and directions; Field astronomy,
Global Positioning System; Map preparation; Photogrammetry; Remote sensing
concepts; Survey Layout for culverts, canals, bridges, road/railway alignment and
buildings, Setting out of Curves.
(b) Geology: Basic knowledge of Engineering geology & its application in projects.
Transportation Engineering.
Highways - Planning & construction methodology, Alignment and geometric
design; Traffic Surveys and Controls; Principles of Flexible and Rigid pavements
design.
Tunneling - Alignment, methods of construction, disposal of muck, drainage,
lighting and ventilation.
Bridges‐Fundamentals of Bridge Engineering , Bridge Site Investigations and Planning,
Bridge Hydrology, Standards of Loadings for Bridge Design, Different Types of
Bridges, Bridge Superstructure, Bearings and Substructure Design, Design of Bridge
Foundations, Bridge Approaches, River Training Work & Protection Work, Methods of
Bridge Construction, Inspection, maintenance & Repair of Bridges, Testing of Bridges,
Bridge Architecture
Current Trends and Recent Advancements in the field of Civil Engineering.
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1. તાતરનાં મહ વના રા

 : 20

ય અને તરરા

ય બનાવો.

2. ભારત અને િવુ ં  ૂગોળ.
3. ભારતની રાજનીિત.
4. ભારતની અથ!યવ"થા.
5. ભારતુ ં બંધારણ.
6. %ુજરાતની ભૌગો'લક બાબતો અને *ુદરતી સંપતી.
7. %ુજરાતનો સાં".િતક વારસો , સા/હ ય, કલા, ધમ.
8. ભારત અને %ુજરાતનો ઈિતહાસ.
9. ખેલજગત.

